
Vu360 Solutions Taps into Next Generation
Supply Chain Software by Harnessing AI and
Machine Learning Technology
Vu360 released a brand-new AI enabled
supply chain software solution that
harnesses the power of AI and Machine
Learning for all types and sizes of
companies.

NAPERVILLE, ILLINOIS, UNITED STATES,
January 15, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Vu360 Solutions, a leading provider of
IoT based supply chain technology in
agriculture, pharmaceutical, healthcare
and other verticals, released a brand-
new AI enabled supply chain software
solution that harnesses the power of AI
and Machine Learning for all types of
companies from fortune 500 to small
and medium enterprises. 

Vu360’s amplified intelligent software
uncovers valuable insights into your
business for improved financial outcomes. Vu360 offers data-powered technology solutions for
greater operations efficiency, accurate demand planning, reduction of overall carrying costs,
warehouse space optimization and higher levels of staff productivity.

Bringing value to our clients through:

AI Based Demand Projections: Real-time and intuitive AI based predictive models that can
manage multiple SKU’s and geographical locations

Just-In-Time Inventory Management: Manage and optimize inventory with direct connection to
accurate demand forecast and higher inventory turnover

Warehouse Space Optimization: Lower cost of storage and related energy costs with an
integrated WMS or the ability to work with existing WMS

Automated Data Pipeline: Advanced Data Pipeline for automated data ingestion and
transformation with integrated AI/Machine Learning Models and visualization tools to achieve
best performance in every part of supply chain

RFID Technology: RFID integration for easy tracking of inventory and controlled environments
utilizing dual RFID/Barcoding system

Cold Chain Optimization: Cold Chain management and integrated thermal imaging for precise
monitoring & control

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.vu360solutions.com/


Supplier and Client Visibility: Interoperability with other ERP/WMS solutions and visibility into
Supplier and Client systems

And So Much More…

About Vu360 Solutions
Vu360 Solutions is the fastest growing global software technology company that focuses on
solving wide ranging complex supply chain challenges within the healthcare, pharmaceuticals,
agriculture and warehouse management industries. To learn more about our software solutions
visit our website www.vu360solutions.com
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